Page 11 of 43 respectively) and misses ("Definitely," "Probably," or "Maybe New," together). Associative 229 memory was defined as successful ('associative') or unsuccessful ('item-only') based on testing 230 responses. 'Associative' trials were those in which the subject indicated the correct pair with 231 responses of "Definitely" or "Probably." 'Item-only' trials were those in which the subject 232 indicated the incorrect pair with responses of "Definitely" or "Probably" or made any "Maybe" 233 judgment. For each outcome, a hemodynamic response function was derived from the fMRI data 234 using signal deconvolution with TENT basis functions and a defined time window of 22.5 235 seconds following the onset of each 1P stimulus (Cox 1996) . Multiple linear regression analyses 236 were used to examine activity only during the encoding of items that were later remembered with 237 high confidence, with separate measures for when targeted associative information was 238 remembered ('associative') or forgotten ('item-only'). These were the only two conditions used 239 for analysis; therefore, all discussions of associative and item-only trials are referring to trials 240 with high-confidence item memory with associative memory or with high-confidence item 241 memory without associative memory. 242
Structural and functional data were transformed into Talairach space (Talairach and 243 Tournoux 1998) by AFNI using nearest-neighbor interpolation (Cox 1996) after standard 244 landmarks, including the anterior and posterior commissures, were manually defined on the 245 anatomical scans. Whole brain voxel-wise t-tests (two-tailed) carried out across all 15 subjects 246 were conducted to examine which brain regions showed more activity for associative versus 247 item-only memory encoding. Difference during each time period of the event (i.e. 1P, delay, 2P) 248 was examined separately. In order to correct for multiple comparisons and yield a whole brain 249 significance value of p < 0.01 corrected for all comparisons (based on Monte Carlo simulations),Page 12 of 43 functional clusters of least 5 contiguous voxels were identified in this condition. The average 251 hemodynamic response function was extracted for each cluster of interest. 252
In order to improve MTL alignment between subjects, the region of interest large 253 deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping (ROI-LDDMM) alignment technique (Miller et al. 254 2005) was applied. Bilateral hippocampus and subregions of PHG, including PRC, ERC, and 255 PHC, were defined for each subject on Talairach transformed images. Previously described 256 landmarks were used to define PRC and ERC (Insausti et al. 1998) and PHC (Stark and Okado 257 2003) . These defined anatomical regions of interest for each subject were normalized using LDDMM to a modified model of a previously created template segmentation (Kirwan et al. 259 2007) . Functional imaging data, after being corrected for spatial distortions using field maps 260 acquired during each subject's scanning session (Smith et al. 2004) , underwent the same ROI-261 LDDMM transformation as was applied to the anatomical data. Active voxels in the associative 262 minus item-only condition, p < 0.05, which were located in the MTL were identified using a 263 mask of the anatomically defined MTL substructures. 264
265

Results
266
Behavioral Analysis 267
Analyses were focused on trials in which 2P stimuli were recognized with high confidence (61% 268 ± 5% SEM of all trials). Of these strongly remembered stimuli, the correct associative pair was 269 identified with medium to high confidence at a rate of 76% (± 5% SEM; 'associative' condition), 270 and the correct associative pair was not identified or was identified with low confidence at a rate 271 of 24% (± 5% SEM; 'item-only' condition). Subjects' memory performance was generallyPage 13 of 43 per subject. There were fewer comparison trials in which the subject confidently remembered the 274 item, but forgot the association; this "item-only" condition had a mean of 16.2 (± 3.0 SEM) trials 275 per subject. Behavioral results are summarized in Table 1 By holding item memory strength constant, brain regions with selective involvement in the 281 successful formation of associative memory could be isolated. These associative memory 282 binding regions were identified where the size of the BOLD response was greater during the 283 encoding of the 2P stimulus when the association was remembered than when it was forgotten 284 (associative minus item-only trials). Regions identified by this contrast (p < 0.01, corrected) are 285 listed in Table 2 . Left frontal regions, including DLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex 286 (VLPFC), middle frontal cortex, and medial frontal cortex, as well as left lateral occipital / 287 fusiform cortex showed increased activity during associative trials relative to item-only trials; 288 this increase was not present during the encoding of the 1P stimulus or during the inter-item 289 delay, but only once the 2P stimulus was presented and the two items could be associated ( unitized has also been discussed in a recent review (Diana et al. 2007 ). To further examine the 375 process of unitization in associative memory encoding, another recent study used fragmented 376 objects that needed to be unitized when forming memory for the object and for the association 377 between the object and its color (Staresina and Davachi 2010). PRC showed increased activity 378 when the object was remembered relative to forgotten and even greater activity when the object-379 color association was subsequently remembered. A recent study described a possible model for 380 how temporally discontiguous items could be associated, where neocortical working memory 381 regions maintain the percept for an item across a delay period allowing for concurrence between 382 that active representation and a later one for associative binding (Hales and Brewer 2010). This 383 model provides a possible mechanism for how a unitized association could be formed for 384 temporally discontiguous items based on concurrent percepts of the two items at the time of 385 binding. Nevertheless, the present study only suggests left PRC and ERC involvement in 386 successful associative encoding; future investigation would be needed to examine whether thisa more flexible association of two separate items. Additionally, these findings do not exclude the 389 involvement of PRC in successful item encoding, but rather provide further evidence for PRC 390 and ERC activity predicting successful associative encoding. 391
In addition to human imaging studies, the importance of PRC and ERC in associative 392 encoding has been explored and supported by electrophysiological and lesion studies in non-393 human primates (Buckley and Gaffan 1998; Buckmaster et al. 2004; Fujimichi et al. 2010; 394 Higuchi and Miyashita 1996; Miyashita and Chang 1988; Miyashita et al. 1998; Murray et al. 395 1993; Murray and Richmond 2001; Sakai and Miyashita 1991; Yanike et al. 2009; Yoshida et al. 396 2003) . Sakai and Miyashita (1991) examined neuronal activity in anterior inferotemporal (IT) 397 cortex in macaque monkeys while they performed a paired-associates task. After memorizing 398 pairs of Fourier descriptors, monkeys were shown one image of a pair (cue) and were then 399 shown two simultaneous patterns, one of which was the cue's pair. During this memory task, the 400 authors conducted extracellular recordings of single neurons in anterior IT cortex and discovered 401 the presence of associative-memory-coding neurons (Sakai and Miyashita 1991). A follow-up 402 study examined the importance of intact connections between PRC / ERC and IT cortex for the 403 formation of the associative memory representation in IT (Higuchi and Miyashita 1996) . 404
Monkeys received anterior commissural transection and were then trained on the previously 405 described visual paired-associates task. Following unilateral PRC and ERC lesions, there was no 406 longer evidence of associative memory coding in anterior IT cortex. Authors concluded that the 407 integrity of PRC and ERC is necessary for the formation of associative memory representations 408 for picture pairs in IT cortex (Higuchi and Miyashita 1996) . 409
The presence of increased activity in PRC and ERC in humans during the encoding of visual 410 paired-associates reported in the present study is in line with such electrophysiological and lesiondata from non-human primates; however, despite all of the support from primate research for the 412 function of PRC in associative encoding, determining the timing of PRC involvement in 413 associative encoding events would be difficult as monkeys require multiple presentations of the 414 event in order to learn the task and association. Yanike et al (2009) recorded from PRC in 415 monkeys learning new associations of a scene and an eye-movement location, and particular 416 location-scene associations were selected in which a significant difference in cell firing rate was 417 measured between the first 5-10 trials and the last 5-10 trials. Authors found PRC cells involved 418 in learning this association that changed their firing rate during the scene, the delay period, or 419 both; however, regardless of the time period of firing rate change, the monkey had already 420 learned the association. In the present study, since all stimuli are presented only once, the only 421 time period at which the association can be known is after the second stimulus is presented and 422 the associated items can be bound. Therefore, the current study allows examination of the 423 temporal component of PRC involvement in associative encoding that cannot be addressed in 424 primate studies that involve repeated presentation of events during learning. 425
Recent studies have reported prestimulus MTL activity that is predictive of subsequent 426 recollection of incidentally or intentionally encoded words (Gruber and Otten 2010; Guderian et 427 al. 2009; Park and Rugg 2010) . Although the current study did not find delay period MTL 428 activity differences between the conditions of interest (associative and item-only trials), these 429 prior studies would suggest the presence of increased MTL activity just prior to the onset of 430 subsequently remembered 2P items. It should be noted that, since the 2P item was subsequently 431 remembered in both conditions, this activity might be expected to be similar in these trial 432 conditions of interest.Page 20 of 43 Subsequent associative memory effects in left PRC and ERC were only seen in the current 434 study at the time that the 2P stimulus was presented and the association could be formed; there 435
was not a subsequent associative memory effect during the delay period between the 1P and 2P 436 stimuli. Whether the MTL is involved in the maintenance of stimuli over a short delay is an 437 active area of research without consensus. Human lesion and imaging studies looking at working 438 memory report mixed results of MTL involvement in delay period maintenance; however, there 439 is a common distinction across most of these studies. MTL involvement in delay period 440 maintenance is often reported in studies that used non-verbal stimuli, such as faces or abstract 441
pictures (Axmacher et al. 2007; Ezzyat and Olson 2008; Grady et al. 1998; Hannula et al. 2006; 442 Page 23 of 43 (Deshpande et al. 2010; Kaas et al. 2010; Lacey et al. 2010; Schendan and Stern 2008) and in 502 object maintenance (Ferber et al. 2005; Harrison and Tong 2009) . Lateral occipital cortex has 503 also been found to play a role in the encoding of object-location source information (Cansino et 504 al. 2002) . Additionally, a study examining lateral occipital -hippocampal correlations found 505 increased functional correlations during rest following an associative encoding task with high 506 subsequent memory performance (Tambini et al. 2010) . As an extension of these findings of 507 lateral occipital involvement in associative memory, the current study showed that increased 508 lateral occipital activity during encoding selectively predicted subsequent associative memory 509 for object pairs, even when controlling for the memory strength of the item being encoded. 510
Increased lateral occipital activity at the time of associative binding might reflect the creation of 511 a newly unitized percept that, when accessed at retrieval, supports associative memory 512 performance; however, further investigation would be needed to test such a putative underlying 513 mechanism. 514
515
The current study confronts missing information regarding the time course of regional 516 involvement in the associative encoding of temporally discontiguous visual objects pairs. 517
Although the importance of PRC and ERC in associative memory formation has been well 518 established in primate lesion and electrophysiology studies, such studies could not have 519 answered questions about when these regions are involved in the successful encoding event. By 520 temporally separating the subjects' exposure to each item of a pair and by showing subjects each 521 pair only once, the current study extends prior studies, demonstrating that increased activity in 522 left PFC, lateral occipital cortex, and anterior MTL happens once the pair is completed and 523 predicts successful associative encoding of temporally discontiguous visual object pairs whenPage 24 of 43 item memory strength is controlled. Although some of these regions showed delay activity 525 suggestive of object maintenance, this activity is simply part of attempting to encode the 526 association and is not sufficient to show subsequent associative memory effects. 
